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OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

OSTEREIER/ EASTER EGGS 
Wie dekoriert man die Eier? 

Decorating eggs 

Colorful and decorated eggs as a symbol of resurgent life in the spring are a quintessential part of the Easter tradition in Germany. 
They are on every table at Easter, whether made of chocolate or colored. The egg has long been regarded as a symbol of fertility and 
new life and was eaten with particular relish at Easter after forty days' abstinence during Lent. 

In some areas the color of the first egg to be fou nd is thought important. Blue is unlucky, red will bring three days of good luck. 
Another favorite pastime for children is decorating hard-boiled hens' eggs for the breakfast table on Easter morning and blown eggs 
for use as decorations on the "Easter tree'' or as gifts. 

The oldest surviving decorated egg, which dates back to the fourth century AD was 
found in a Romano-Germanic sarcophagus near to the town of Worms, but decorated 
eggs were known long before this. 

Blown or hard-boiled eggs can simply be painted (the most popular color for Easter 
being red) and decorated with faces, flowers or abstract designs, depending on the age 
and ability of the children (and adults) doing the decorating. The eggs can also be , 
dyed with store-bought dyes or by boiling the eggs with natural substances such as 
onion skin, tea, beetroot juice, spinach, nettle roots and leaves, alder or oak bark. 
Vinegar added to the water makes the colors brighter and rubbing with either bacon 
fat or salad oil produces a shine. &:..-i2iii..::....::.:..::. .. ..::1 

Traditional Sorbian Easter eggs await 
Eggs are also decorated using batik (the method of printing colored designs by first customers at the Easter craft market in 
waxing the parts not to be dyed), etching , scratching and blocking techniques or by 
sticking felt, ironed straw, beads, rice grains, lace, wax, paper cut-outs or bought '--- - - --- -------
transfers on to the eggshell. They are still decorated according to sophisticated techniques in the area around Marburg in Hessen. 
The Sorbs in eastern Germany are also known for their intricately decorated Easter eggs. _ 
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Paint some eggs: Painting Easter eg.gs is a tradition now done in many countries, 
but its is particularly strong in Germany. Painting the eggs was seen as a form of 
blessing them before they were eaten to mark the end of the Easter fasting period. 


